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HQ2 Impact Screen Material – General Guidelines 

 
 

Mounting 
- Use only the mounting method(s) recommended / sold by Par2Pro 

- Only use backstop(s) recommended / sold by Par2Pro 
- Do not put anything behind the screen that may get damaged (ie: windows) as a ball may go through the 

screen at the end of the screen’s lifespan. 
 

Wrinkles 
- Steam w/ cloth over steamer to prevent water stains 

- Low Setting to prevent melting of the yarn 
- Steam iron flat on turf flooring for best results 

- Pressing too hard may produce waves / puckering 
- Use only distilled water unless otherwise noted in the steamer’s instructions 

Par2Pro uses the Conair GS23RC Extreme Steam Fabric Steamer with Dual Heat; however, we cannot 
guarantee your results will be the same as ours. 

 
Usage 

- Use proper golfing methods 
- Always use clean clubs and balls 

- Do not use Pro V1 golf balls as we have found these to reduce the screen life significantly 
- Ensure all balls do not have ANY damage (cracks, nicks, etc.) or markings 

- Check screen regularly for wear, should you find any wear that may turn into a hole/tear, discontinue use 
immediately and contact Par2Pro for a replacement 

 
Regular Cleaning 

- Remove any attachments (ie: netting) if possible 
- Warm water wash 

- No bleach or detergents 
- Wash dark colors separately 
- Tumble dry synthetic setting 

 
Stains 

- Results may vary according to the stain 
- Use mild dishwasher soap 

- Test in an inconspicuous location 
 

Warranty 
- The lifespan of your screen will largely depend on how much use it gets and how well you follow the above 

guidelines - we have seen screens last anywhere from 6 months to 7 years 
- Par2Pro provides a 1 Year Pro-Rated Warranty on FINISHED screens only 

- The warranty only covers manufacturer defects 
- Any sign of not following the above guidelines will void warranty 

Since we are unable to control mounting, usage and maintenance, any warranty claim is subject to the 
sole discretion of Par2Pro 

 

 
Use the above information as a general guideline only. Use and care at your own risk – it is best to exercise caution when caring for your 

screen. Par2Pro accepts no liability for the HQ2 Impact Screen Material. Copyright 2016 Par2Pro, a division of 1363150 Alberta Ltd. 
 


